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Getting Started

Since 1973, INS has continued its commitment to
bringing innovative resources and learning
opportunities to the wide range of health care
professionals involved in the specialty practice of
infusion therapy. We are dedicated to advancing
the delivery of quality infusion therapy to patients,
enhancing the specialty through stringent
standards of practice and professional ethics, and
promoting research and education in the infusion
nursing practice.

Log In to your account- By visiting www.ins1.org
Update your profile- Logging in will take you to your
profile, where you can update your personal
information and preferences 
Check your email- To ensure you’re receiving the
most updated information, save ins@ins1.org to your
address book.
Keep in touch- Our member services team is
available to answer questions and help resolve
membership issues. Contact us at ins@ins1.org, chat
with us online or call (781) 440-9408. 
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Contacts

www.ins1.org

+1 781.440.9408

1 Edgewater Dr. | Suite 209
Norwood, MA USA

ins@ins1.org
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LEARNING CENTER

PUBLICATIONS

INS RESOURCES

INS ANNUAL MEETING

Enjoy access to our various educational
resources whenever, wherever you
need them. 

INS publications provide timely,
informative, and thought-provoking
content that you can enjoy in print and
online 

Receive access to the Standards of
Practice and other exclusive INS
products and resources 

Every year, INS presents an
opportunity for you to learn from
experts in the specialty and share
experiences with your peers. 

Benefits of Membership

05 CRNI® CERTIFICATION
The CRNI® credential is the most
reliable method of validating a nurse’s
expertise in the infusion therapy
specialty 



INS LEARNING
CENTER
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Journal of Infusion Nursing (JIN) is the premier
publication of INS, with scientific articles from the
brightest minds in the specialty. Delivered
bimonthly, JIN is a leading resource for infusion
nurse specialists and other health care
professionals involved in infusion therapy.

INSider is the official bimonthly membership
magazine. In addition to special features, society
news, and announcements, INSider contains regular
columns on medication safety, clinical concepts,
advances in the specialty, and current events.

INS Newsfeed is a unique, customizable news
source for the infusion specialty. From exhibitors,
blogs, and industry publications, INS Newsfeed
delivers fresh, essential industry content to your
inbox weekly. 

 

WWW.INS1.ORG
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FIT Program- The Fundamentals of Infusion
Therapy (FIT) program offers an enhanced
learning experience through audio, video,
and 3D graphic presentations. FIT features 8
learning modules that take you through the
essentials of infusion therapy.

Webinars - Online-only programs live and
archived. Webinars are free for members.

Conference Learning – Sessions recorded
at INS meetings

Anytime Learning – A mix of prerecorded
educational programs, task force reports,
and reference guidelines

Position Papers - INS’ stance on important
issues affecting the specialty

Podcasts - Connect you to discussions with
recognized infusion therapy leaders

Virtual Infusion Education - Delivers
expert-led educational conferences directly
to your computer or mobile device
worldwide

Clinical Community Discussion Forum –
Post a question or join an existing
discussion with INS members

PUBLICATIONS
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Infusion Therapy Standards of Practice is our
signature publication. Adherence to the Standards
of Practice, promotes consistency in patient care,
guides clinical decision-making, and enhances
competency. Members receive a free digital copy of
the Standards plus a significant discount on the
printed version.

Policies and Procedures family of resources
provides information on the processes and
techniques essential to infusion therapy delivery,
across various practice settings and patient
populations. Members receive a significant
discount on this publication. 

Digital Bookstore offers flexibility over how
educational solutions are delivered to you at a
discounted price.

INS Annual Meeting & Exhibition brings together
hundreds of infusion therapy professionals from all
over the globe to learn about the latest
improvements to patient care and see the newest
products on the infusion market today. INS assesses
for educational gaps in clinical practice and strives to
close those gaps with interactive, engaging, high-
quality educational sessions. The Annual Meeting
provides professional development programs that
will improve the delivery of healthcare and the
practice of infusion nursing. 
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Certified Registered Nurses Infusion (CRNI®) are
advocates for improving patient care. They are up-
to-date with the latest advances, technologies, and
techniques in the infusion specialty. The CRNI® 
certification program is the only nationally
recognized & accredited certification in infusion
nursing. 
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